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In	the	first	three	parts	of	this	article	the	parish	of	Pensnett	in	the	1860s	has	been	
described	and	the	story	has	been	told	of	the	vicar	of	Pensnett,	Charles	Atherton,	
his	 liaison	 with	 a	 young	 girl	 in	 the	 parish,	 Agnes	 Bowdler,	 the	 subsequent	
ecclesiastical	 enquiries,	 the	 anonymous	 letters	 that	 followed,	 and	 the	 libel	
proceedings	that	he	brought	against	those	he	thought	responsible.			
The	 question	 of	 who	 actually	 wrote	 the	 string	 of	 anonymous	 letters	 however	
does	 not	 seem	 to	 have	 been	 resolved.	 The	 letters	 show	 a	 good,	 if	 somewhat	
twisted,	 grasp	 of	 biblical	 quotes,	music	 hall	 references	 and	 past	 history	 and	 it	
seems	to	the	author	that	those	who	were	named	in	the	libel	trial	were	not	of	an	
adequate	 educational	 level	 to	 have	written	 them,	 and	were	 probably	 no	more	
than	distributors	of	the	letters.	 	Two	general	possibilities	for	the	actual	authors	
come	to	mind.	Firstly,	there	was	clearly	some	antagonism	between	the	Anglican	
and	Non-Conformist	churches	at	the	time,	and	it	seems	possible	that	someone	in	
the	well-educated	non-conformist	circle	of	Cornelius	Chambers,	horrified	by	the	
seeming	 lack	 of	 moral	 probity	 in	 the	 Anglican	 church,	 might	 have	 been	
responsible.	Against	this	was	the	intimate	knowledge	that	the	letters	showed	of	
good	grasp	of	Anglican	church	affairs,	which	would	point	to	somebody	within	the	
Anglican	congregation	–	perhaps	the	“Alpha”	who	complained	about	Atherton’s	
1868	new	year	sermon	(see	Part	2).	Of	the	two	possibilities,	the	author	favours	
the	second,	but	it	is	unlikely	that	the	author	will	ever	be	identified.		

Whilst	 the	 formal	 proceedings	 of	 the	 libel	 action	were	 closed	 in	 late	 1870,	 no	
doubt	 the	 emotional	 and	mental	 wounds	 took	 longer	 to	 heal.	 	With	 regard	 to	
Agnes	herself,	 it	 is	not	clear	what	happened	 to	her	 immediately	after	 the	1870	
incident.	She	does	not	appear	in	the	Pensnett	entries	for	the	1871	census,	carried	
out	on	April	2nd.	There	are	two	possible	explanations	for	this.	The	first,	and	most	
likely,	is	that	she	appears	in	the	census	as	the	Annie	Bowdler,	aged	17and	born	in	
Bromley,	 living	 at	her	uncle’s	home	 in	 Stourbridge–	 sufficiently	 far	 away	 to	be	
removed	 from	 the	 local	 gossip.	 	The	other,	 less	 likely,	possibility	 is	 an	entry	 in	
that	census	of	the	correct	age	of	one	Agnes	Brice	who	is	recorded	as	a	domestic	
servant	working	for	Rev	Francis	J	Burlton,	the	curate	of	Stottesdon	in	Shropshire	
(near	Cleobury	Mortimer)	and	 is	 registered	as	being	born	 in	Staffordshire.	The	
name	 of	 Brice	 provides	 the	 possible	 clue.	 It	 has	 already	 been	 noted	 that	 John	
Bryce	 was	 the	 Parish	 Clerk	 of	 Pensnett	 in	 the	 1850s	 and	 his	 daughter	 was	
married	to	Benjamin	Woods.	Indeed	in	1871	his	widow	Elizabeth	was	also	living	
with	 the	 Woods	 in	 Bromley	 House	 and	 was	 still	 the	 Infants	 Teacher	 in	 the	
National	School.	Also	Agnes	Brice	does	not	appear	in	any	census	records	before	
or	after	1871.		It	can	thus	be	conjectured	that	there	is	a	possibility	that	sometime	
in	late	1870	or	early	1871	Agnes	was	“found”	a	position	in	domestic	service	by	
the	churchwarden	at	St.	Mark’s	and	his	wife	and	mother,	and	given	what	was	to	
be	a	 temporary	 false	name.	Or	 in	more	blunt	 terms,	 she	was	 sent	 away	 so	 she	



would	 be	 no	 further	 cause	 of	 embarrassment.	 Presumably	 the	 Burlton	 family	
would	have	been	known	to	the	Bryces	through	Anglican	circles.		At	the	time	that	
Agnes	was	employed,	Francis	Burlton	was	over	60,	with	six	children	(including	
four	 unmarried	 daughters	 in	 their	 20s	 and	 30s	which	 gives	 the	whole	 affair	 a	
Jane	Austen	touch).	For	someone	who	was	used	to	the	responsible	teaching	role,	
she	probably	would	have	found	the	imposed	role	of	domestic	servant	more	than	
a	little	difficult.	Of	course	it	is	quite	possible	that	both	these	explanations	of	her	
absence	 are	 “correct”,	 and	 that,	 the	 census	 entry	 for	 Cleobury	was	 an	 entry	 of	
who	 should	 have	 been	 there	 rather	 than	 who	 was	 there.	 	 Certainty	 is	 not	
possible.	
In	 the	 census	 returns	 of	 1871,	 Charles’	 wife,	 Selina	 Atherton	 was	 not	 at	 the	
Vicarage,	 although	 the	 rest	 of	 her	 family	 and	 a	 number	 of	 visitors	 were	 –	
including	Ann	and	Samuel	Atherton,	the	latter	making	his	first	appearance	in	the	
historical	record	since	his	marriage	in	the	1830s.	Selina	was	at	the	home	of	the	
Baldwin	 family	 in	Carrington	 in	Nottinghamshire.	Whether	 this	was	due	 to	 the	
events	 of	 the	 previous	 year	 it	 is	 not	 possible	 to	 tell,	 but	 her	 absence	 from	 the	
vicarage	may	well	be	related	to	these	events.	Thereafter	however,	things	seem	to	
have	settled	down	and	Selina	returned.		
No	doubt	the	lives	of	others	involved	were	similarly	affected	and	the	pain	caused	
would	have	remained	for	some	time.	Atherton	himself	is	recorded	in	the	press	as	
engaging	 in	 all	 the	 normal	 aspects	 of	 church	 life,	 and,	 as	 noted	 above,	 an	was	
quite	heavily	involved	in	the	restorations	and	alterations	of	St	Mark’s	that	began	
in	in	the	early	1870s.	He	left	Pensnett	for	Nympsfield,	Gloucestershire,	 in	1876,	
partly	 it	would	 seem	 to	 lighten	 his	workload	 due	 to	 a	 period	 of	 ill	 heath.	 The	
social	event	to	mark	his	departure	heard	warm	words	and	glowing	tributes	for	
his	 preaching	 and	 his	 pastoral	work.	 The	 report	 in	 the	 local	 newspaper	 notes	
that		

“If	 the	 hearer	 was	 told	 that	 there	 was	 a	 hell	 and	 a	 judgment	 to	 come,	 he	 was	
reminded	that	by	the	acceptance	of	the	Sacrifice	once	offered,	there	was	the	bright	
hope	 of	 immortality	 in	 the	 glorious	 abode	 of	 the	 spirits	 of	 just	men	mad	perfect.	
Truly	has	Mr	Atherton’s	career	at	Pensnett	been	far	from	an	uneventful	one”.			
That	last	phrase	might	be	regarded	as	something	of	an	understatement.	Tributes	
were	also	paid	to	Selina	
“who	has	ever	heartily	entered	into	his	schemes	for	improvement,	and	afforded	that	
consolation	to	him	in	his	hours	of	unremitting	toil,	which	it	is	Woman’s	and	above	
all	the	true	help-mate’s	province	to	impart”.		
Atherton’s	 departure	 in	 some	 ways	 Mark’s	 the	 beginning	 of	 the	 community	
forgetting	 of	 the	 events	 of	 Atherton’s	 incumbency.	 The	 history	 of	 the	 parish	
written	in	1965	makes	no	mention	at	all	of	them,	and	the	latter	history	of	1999,	
whilst	 having	 access	 to	 the	 copies	 of	 the	 Pensnett	 Review	 fails	 to	 understand	
their	 context,	 as	 the	 nature	 of	 the	 original	 scandal	 had	 been	 forgotten.	 After	
Atherton’s	departure,	 the	church	settled	down,	under	a	series	of	unremarkable	
vicars,	to	the	routine	of	Anglican	life,	with	the	major	concerns	being	how	to	stop	
the	 church	 falling	 into	 the	 Earl	 of	 Dudley’s	mines	 beneath	 the	 land	 he	 had	 so	
thoughtfully	provided.		



Charles	 Atherton’s	 later	 career	 can	 be	 traced	 quite	 easily	 through	 the	
ecclesiastical	 records.	 After	 two	 years	 at	 Nympsfield	 he	moved	 to	 St	 Paul’s	 in	
Bedminster	in	1878	where,	through	his	leadership,	the	church	entered	a	period	
of	very	considerable	growth.	From	1885	to	1886	he	spent	a	short	period	as	Vicar	
of	 Snaith	 in	 Yorkshire	 (effectively	 swapping	 Livings	 so	 that	 he	 could	 recover	
from	a	further	period	of	ill	health	–	see	below),	followed	by	two	years	as	Rector	
of	Faringdon	in	Devon.	In	1885	he	published	a	further	book	–	“Instructions	in	the	
Way	of	Peace”,	(which	can	be	purchased	as	a	special	printing	from	Amazon).		He	
then	moved	 to	Exeter	Cathedral	 in	1889	where	he	 remained	until	 his	death	 in	
1907,	becoming	Treasurer	in	1891	and	Warden	of	the	Society	for	Mission	Clergy.	
It	 is	 clear	 that	 he	 had	 considerable	 gifts	 in	 both	 administration	 and	 as	 a	
missioner	 and	 a	 considerable	 capacity	 for	 work,	 organized	 major	 diocesan	
gatherings	and	touched	the	lives	of	both	individuals	and	churches.	No	mention	is	
made	 of	 the	 incident	 with	 Agnes,	 or	 of	 the	 libel	 case.	 A	 common	 theme	
throughout	his	career	seems	to	have	been	the	recurrence	of	periods	of	ill	health	
that	 required	 he	 lighten	 his	 workload.	 His	 life	 is	 celebrated	 in	 a	 monument	
situated	in	the	south	aisle	of	the	cathedral		

The	other	major	character	in	the	saga	is	of	course	Agnes	Bowdler	herself.	Tracing	
her	 fortunes	 is	 not	 altogether	 straightforward.	 As	 noted	 above,	 she	 does	 not	
appear	at	all	 in	 the	1871	census,	at	 least	not	under	her	proper	name,	but	does	
reappear	in	the	records	again	in	1875	when	she	married	Samuel	Edward	Worton	
in	 Sheffield.	 The	 later	 census	 records	 reveal	 (after	 allowing	 for	 transcription	
errors	 in	 her	 surname	 that	 complicated	 the	 search)	 that	 both	 she	 and	 Samuel	
worked	 as	 schoolteachers	 in	 Halifax	 and	 Leeds,	 with	 Samuel	 becoming	 a	
headmaster	at	a	County	(Board)	school	 in	Elland	by	1911	and	Agnes	becoming	
headmistress.	Samuel	appears	to	have	been	a	noted	organist	and	gave	concerts	
throughout	 the	area	at	Methodist	 chapels	and	other	venues,	 including	at	Leeds	
Civic	Hall.	They	had	five	children	–	Frederick	born	in	1876	who	died	in	infancy,	
Ralph	 born	 in	 1883	 who	 died	 aged	 15,	 and	 Adelina	 Minnie	 born	 in	 1888,	
Bertrand	born	in	1895	and	Percival	born	in	1896	who	all	survived	into	old	age.	
Agnes	died	in	1935	in	Liverpool,	four	years	after	Samuel.	Pictures	of	them	both	
survive	–	one	a	posed	photograph	of	Agnes	and	Samuel	in	Blackpool	possibly	on	
their	 honeymoon,	 and	 others	 of	 Samuel	 himself,	 including	 one	 of	 him	 at	 the	
organ.		

The	census	records	indicate	that	Samuel	himself	was	born	in	Pensnett,	and	in	the	
1871	census,	when	he	was	15,	he	lived	close	to	the	New	Connexion	Chapel	and	is	
recorded	as	a	pupil	teacher.	His	father	is	recorded	as	an	engineer.	Lodging	next	
door	 were	 William	 Hinton	 and	 Sarah	 Gibbons,	 the	 teacher	 and	 assistant	
schoolteacher	at	British	/	Board	School	associated	with	the	chapel.	This,	and	the	
fact	that	Samuel	and	Agnes	later	moved	in	non-conformist	circles,	suggests	that	
Samuel’s	position	as	a	pupil	teacher	was	at	this	School.	Samuel’s	connection	with	
the	New	Connexion	church	is	further	confirmed	by	the	fact	that	in	1887	he	wrote	
a	testimonial	letter	that	was	read	out	at	an	event	to	mark	50	years	of	a	William	
Barlow’s,	involvement	with	the	church	–	as	founder,	Steward,	and	Sunday	School	
Superintendent.	Also	it	seems	that	a	John	Worton	was	a	major	benefactor	in	the	
building	of	the	original	Schoolroom	behind	the	chapel,	indicating	a	further	family	
connection.	 	It	would	seem	likely	that	Agnes	and	Samuel	had	known	each	other	
from	 childhood.	 Unfortunately	 there	 is	 no	 record	 of	 what	 happened	 to	 Agnes	



between	1871	in	Shropshire	and	her	marriage	in	1875	in	Sheffield,	and	how	she	
again	came	into	contact	with	her	childhood	friend.		In	Anglican	eyes	Agnes	would	
thus	 have	 compounded	 her	 sins	 in	 leading	 the	 vicar	 astray	 by	 marrying	 a	
Methodist.		
Intriguingly,	 for	 the	brief	period	when	Charles	Atherton	and	his	 family	were	at	
Snaith,	 they	were	within	20	miles	of	Agnes,	and	one	wonders	 if	 they	ever	met.			
There	is	a	family	story	that	her	daughter	Minnie	had	two	very	valuable	rings	and	
a	diamond	broche	that	had	been	given	to	her	mother	by	“Uncle	Charlie”	so	“she	
would	 have	 something	 to	 fall	 back	 on	 if	 she	 ever	 needed	money.	 There	 is	 no	
obvious	 “Uncle	 Charlie”	 in	 the	 family	 so	 this	 opens	 up	 a	 whole	 new	 area	 of	
speculation	that	they	met	again	while	Charles	was	at	Snaith,	with	or	without	the	
knowledge	of	their	respective	families.			
So	both	Charles	Atherton	and	Agnes	Bowdler	seem	to	have	 found	some	sort	of	
success	and	stability	later	in	their	lives.	There	are	however	many	questions	that	
the	 sources	 are	 simply	 unable	 to	 answer,	 as	 well	 as	 who	 actually	 wrote	 the	
anonymous	 letters.	 	 What	 were	 the	 long-term	 effects	 of	 the	 events	 on	 the	
Atherton	 marriage?	 Did	 the	 events	 of	 1870	 and	 her	 possible	 exile	 leave	 their	
mark	 on	 Agnes	 in	 any	way?	Were	 there	 lasting	 effects	 on	 the	 life	 of	 Pensnett	
parish?	 And	 did	 Francis	 Burlton	 ever	manage	 to	marry	 off	 any	 of	 his	 spinster	
daughters?	
	

	
	

The	Atherton	Monument	in	Exeter	Cathedral	
	

	 	 	
	



	

	
	

Photos	of	Edward	Worton		and	Agnes	–	Used	by	permission	of	Soo	Linacre,	great	

granddaughter	

	



	
	

Instructions	in	the	Way	of	Peace	
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Instructions-Peace-Charles-Isaac-

Atherton/dp/B0068QV0YK			
	
	 	



Source	Material	
	

General	information	on	St.	Mark’s	Church	
Anderton	R	(1965)	A	History	of	the	Parish	Church	of	St	Mark	Pensnett		

Cope	 S	 (1999)	 The	 Black	 Country	 Cathedral.	 The	 history	 of	 St.	 Mark’s	 church	
Pensnett	1849/1999,	Huntsmill	Publishing	Ltd	
Historic	England		

https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1228789	
	

General	biographic	information	

Much	 of	 the	 biographical	 information	 in	 this	 essay	 has	 been	 found	 from	 a	
detailed	 analysis	 of	 the	 census	 returns,	 particularly	 those	 for	 1871.	 These	 are	
available	 through	 a	 number	 of	 channels	 –	 I	 have	 in	 the	 main	 obtained	 the	
information	 from	Ancestry.	 In	addition	 I	have	used	some	 information	 from	 the	
1851	religious	census,	which	is	available	in	the	Dudley	Archives.	

	
Richard	Boot	

William	Henry	Hyde		-	Worcester	Chronicle	3/4/1861	

Adultery	trial	-	Sheffield	Independent	25/3/1867	
Crockford’s	Clerical	Directory	-	Ancestry	

	

Charles	Atherton	
Biography	 -	 Cambridge	 University	 Alumni,	 1261-1900,	 	 Crockford’s	 Clerical	
Directory	-	Ancestry	
1868	 sermon	 -	 County	 Express;	 Brierley	 Hill,	 Stourbridge,	 Kidderminster,	 and	
Dudley	News	-	Saturday	25	January	1868	

Libel	 case	 -	 Birmingham	 Daily	 Post	 15/12/1870,	 Birmingham	 Daily	 Post	
24/12/1870,	 Aris's	 Birmingham	 Gazette	 –	 24/12/1870,	 County	 Express;	
Brierley	Hill,	Stourbridge,	Kidderminster,	and	Dudley	News,	Saturday	1/1/1870	
Farewell	event	 -	County	Express;	Brierley	Hill,	Stourbridge,	Kidderminster,	and	
Dudley	News	-	Saturday	23	September	1876	

Books	 –	 “Nature’s	 Parables”	 –	 Hathi	 Trust	 Digital	 Library	
https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/100592554;	 “Instructions	 in	 the	 way	 of	
peace”	–	Special	printing	from	Amazon	https://www.amazon.co.uk/Instructions-
Peace-Charles-Isaac-Atherton/dp/B0068QV0YK			
Obituary	 –	 The	 Eagle,	 A	magazine	 supported	 by	members	 of	 St	 John’s	 College,	
1908	
Memorial	-	http://www.churchmonumentssociety.org/Devon_2a.html		

	



Agnes	Bowdler	and	Samuel	Worton	

Photographs	–	found	on	Ancestry	at		
https://www.ancestry.co.uk/mediaui-
viewer/tree/18182697/person/625177745/media/478bb333-abeb-4e4f-8f3d-
95d4eded3901;		

https://www.ancestry.co.uk/mediaui-
viewer/tree/18182697/person/625177745/media/d06e1f8a-51b8-42eb-8de4-
ddf06559c32e;		

https://www.ancestry.co.uk/mediaui-
viewer/tree/62279743/person/36088024189/media/12dc6274-0a7c-4160-
b5bc-5360ac4b5099				

Information	was	 also	provided	by	Edward	 and	Agnes’	 great-grandaughter,	 Soo	
Linacre,	and	her	help	is	gratefully	acknowledged.	

	

Anonymous	letters	and	other	documents	
The	various	anonymous	letters,	ballads	and	other	documents	are	available	from	
Dudley	 Archives	 -	 Reference	 Number	 BK	 01750;	 The	 Pensnett	 Review,	 no.2	
Thursday	December	1	1870	and	letters	concerning	morality	 in	the	parish	of	St.	
Mark's	Pensnett;	Class	LD	283	P	

	


